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				Seamlessly Employ Your Distributed Workforce

Boundless is a global employment solution that enables companies to compliantly employ anyone, anywhere. As an Employer of Record (EOR), we handle all local employment concerns on behalf of companies, including payroll, taxes, benefits, and compliance with local laws.

Get DemoLearn More
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Why Boundless?
A unified platform for global employment
Manage every stage of international hiring from issuing employment agreements to handling payroll, benefits administration, and compliance in the ever-changing legal and regulatory landscapes worldwide.
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Compliant employment
automatically
Ensure adherence to local employment laws and regulations in every country with consistent legal compliance.
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Rapid deployment in new countries
Quickly launch operations in new countries, without having to setup your own legal entities.
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Streamlined payroll & tax management
Hassle-free payroll and tax processing with one-click efficiency, ensuring accuracy and speed in every transaction.
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Dedicated expert support
Gain access to our team of global employment specialists, offering tailored support for your international workforce.
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Flexible global benefits administration
Administer and manage benefits that adapt to local laws and adhere to global standards across the globe. 
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Single invoice for all employees
Facilitate smooth, automated payments in local currencies, reducing the complexity for your global employees.



The Platform
How Boundless Works
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"Working with Boundless gave me the peace of mind that overseas employees are employed and paid appropriately, never having to put a burden on them to take care of their taxes"
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Louise Butler
VP People, CitySwift



"With Boundless, we're able to retain our talent, wherever they may be."
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Samantha Theobald

Group People Director, Next 15



"Boundless enabled me to hire key employees in UK, Canada and Australia in a compliant way, taking away all the hard bits."
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Alan Meaney

CEO & Co-Founder, Fund Recs
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OUR APPROACH
Reliable solutions for your unique business needs

At Boundless we understand that offering full compliance and robust payroll is just the beginning of managing international teams well. That’s why we personalise our approach to meet your unique goals and challenges, ensuring that each team member feels supported and empowered wherever in the world they are.

This is how we work together: 
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Complimentary initial consultation
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Guaranteed 24-hour support response
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Bespoke expert guidance during onboarding and setup





EMPLOYMENT CALCULATORS
Get a custom employment cost breakdown
Explore our global employment calculators to gain a clear understanding of all employment costs in your target countries, and get a detailed breakdown of the associated taxes, statutory benefits, and employee net payments. 
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COUNTRY EXPERTISE
Navigate global employment with precision and care

Employing your workers in the most compliant way starts by building expert knowledge of each country we cover. That knowledge is always available for you through our helpful resources and expert support.  
Explore Countries
The Team
Expertise with a personal touch

Our team takes international employment seriously, by we don’t take ourselves too seriously. Our service knows no bounds (pun intended!)

With Boundless, you gain more than a service provider; you get a partner who understands the intricacies of global employment and is committed to the success and well-being of your international team.
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Figure out how to employ your international workers
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Speak to an expert
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The Greenway, 112-114 St. Stephen's Green, Dublin, Ireland.

	










        

    
		

	
		

	


















 
